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SETTEMBRE - MAGGIO 2023: Dal libro di testo “Identity B2 ” Student’s Book,
ed. Oxford University Press sono state svolte le seguenti unità:

Grammar Vocabulary Functions

Starter
Unit

If it hadn’t
happened

Present simple vs Present
continuous

Stative and dynamic verbs

Past simple vs Past
continuous when, while, as
and as soon as

Present perfect vs Past
simple

Reflexive pronouns

Reciprocal pronouns

will vs may/might

First conditional

Hobbies

Travel

Relationships

Uses of get

Talking about the present

Talking about the past Talk
about life experiences

Talk about the future Talk
about realistic, possible
future conditions

Unit 1

Me,
myself
and I

Present perfect simple

Present perfect simple with
adverbs

Present perfect simple vs
Present perfect continuous

for vs since

Personality and character

Negative prefixes

Talking about similarity

Talking about personal
experiences

Unit 2

What’s
your
story?

Past simple vs Past perfect
simple

Past perfect continuous

Extreme adjectives

-ed and -ing adjectives

Phrasal verbs for

Telling an anecdote

Showing interest



used to and would be used to
/ get used to vs used to

entertainment

Unit 3

Looking
ahead

Future forms Future time
clauses

Future continuous

Work and jobs
Collocations with work
and job

Noun suffixes (1)

Describing a product and
presenting an idea

Unit 4

Healthy
living

Modal verbs: ability and
permission

Modal verbs: advice,
obligation, prohibition

Modal verbs: possibility,
probability, certainty

Modal perfects

Food and drink

Cooking verbs

Mood idioms

Asking for, giving and
accepting advice

MICROLINGUA Dal testo “Career Paths in Technology”,ed. Pearson è stato
svolto il seguente modulo:

- Unit 1: “Electrical energy”
- Electricity and current
- Conductors and insulators
- Battery and voltage

EDUCAZIONE CIVICA:
cittadinanza digitale: imparare ad usare Google Sites
creazione di un sito sul Fair Play e presentazione a gruppi.

La docente ha integrato i libri di testo con video e link caricati su Google Classroom.
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